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SUMMARY
Synopsis of Bill
Senate Bill 146 amends provisions in two mine safety statutes to clarify the responsibility of
mine operators to notify the State Mine Inspector after certain mine accidents. Currently,
“accident” is defined differently in the two sections, and SB146 amends the definition in Section
69-5-17 to match the definition in Section 69-8-2. This definition provides specific requirements
for surface and underground mines, and provisions relating specifically to accidents in
underground mines are removed from the requirements for surface mines. The bill also removes
references to federal rules and reorders other definitions.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
No fiscal impact.
SIGNIFICANT ISSUES
Safety conditions at mines are extensively regulated by the federal Mine Safety and Health
Administration. The Legislature has focused the New Mexico State Mine Inspector’s regulatory
responsibilities on responding to mine accidents that cause or threaten fatalities, organizing mine
rescue efforts if necessary, and conducting investigations of these accidents.
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In 2007, the Legislature expanded the definition of “accident” by adopting a definition from
federal regulations and imposed fines up to $100 thousand on operators that fail to provide notice
of accidents within 30 minutes. After several years of implementing the amended definition, the
Mine Inspector and the Mining Safety Board determined that changes were necessary to provide
better direction to mine operators and to better coordinate the definition with the entities’ roles
under New Mexico law.
SB146 clarifies the responsibility of mine operators by removing the potential conflict between
two definitions of “accident” in separate statutes and providing specific definitions of “accident”
for surface and underground mines. Certain types of accidents only apply to underground mines
and SB146 limits the definition for underground mines to reflect this.
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